Title: Data Engineering Consultant
Reporting to: Services Director
Seniority: Mid-level
Avalon Solutions is a dynamically expanding company with strong relationships with
Google and Salesforce, a leading partner for innovative workplace and cloud solutions.
Currently we are looking to expand our Google Cloud Platform consulting capabilities in
Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, and Warsaw.
We are constantly innovating not only our client’s businesses but also our own. Our goal
is to be one step ahead and to build valuable partnerships with the digital leaders. To be
in the forefront we need to have the best talents in our team. That’s why we have a
special approach to our employees.
We believe in an open company culture and relations built on trust. We support our
team members in their development, certifications and additional education to deepen
their expertise.
The 3 pillars that make us a unique company are:
● Curiosity - we are curious about people, technology, and business
● Trust - our relationships are built on trust, empowering us to work as a single,
cohesive organisation towards our goals
● Courage - we have courage to challenge ourselves, our customers, and our
partners.
About the Team:
Our cloud services team helps our customers big and small move to the cloud. The
team is an extension of our customers’ internal IT and development teams, aiding them
in the management of their SaaS, Iaas, and PaaS environments. The team is passionate
about moving to the cloud and helping our customers plan and execute their cloud
strategies.
About the Role:
We are looking for a highly motivated Cloud evangelist to use their experience in public
cloud to interpret our customers’ needs, and extract value from their data using GCP
and its suite of tools. You will be involved in presales activities as well as building upon
our customers’ cloud infrastructure, creating analytics in the cloud. We believe data
architecture, data ingestion, data storage, and data analysis will be your passion. We
want you to know and advocate for Google Cloud Platform and all of its products:
Container Engine, Cloud SQL, BigQuery, Google Data Studio, etc. Knowledge in
equivalent platforms could be interesting to i.e AWS or Azure makes you a strong
candidate. You must be outgoing, able to manage workshops and execute trainings on
your own.

Part of the job will be to create proposals of your solutions, so professional writing skills
in English is a must. As this is an expanding market for us, you will probably be involved
in projects in all of our territories, and occasional travel can be expected.
Qualifications:
● BA/BS in Computer Science or related technical field, or equivalent experience
● Experience in one or more development languages, such as Java, Python, Go,
PHP or similar
● Experience in drawing UML diagrams
● Enjoys programming in a test driven, agile methodology
● Expert knowledge of database and data analysis technologies, including
relational and NoSQL databases, data warehouse design, BI reporting and
dashboard development
● Experience in Hadoop and using platforms such as Apache Spark, Pig or Hive
Other qualifications:
● Fluency in English
● Fluency in an additional language: Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Polish, or
German
Preferred qualifications:
● MSc in Computer Science or related technical field

Want to join us?
Send your LinkedIn and/or CV to our Services Director, Kevin Liu, at
kevin.liu@avalonsolutions.com with a summary of your accomplishments and career
ambitions.
Avalon Solutions is a full-scale cloud solutions partner, operating in Europe and
beginning its expansion in Asia. Our mission is to add value to our customers by
delivering a digital workplace based on sustainable solutions from leading innovative
partners like Google and Salesforce, among others. This is achieved by our
business-oriented teams, passionate tech experts and our strong company culture that
make our employees excel.

